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We’re pleased to present UTAM’s first integrated annual 
report to the University of Toronto’s community of 
stakeholders. In the following pages, we bring together two 
key aspects of our role: disciplined investment management 
on behalf of the University; and a continued, deepening 
commitment to responsible investing as we consider 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors across 
all areas of investment and risk management. 

These two dimensions of UTAM are interdependent. So it’s 
appropriate that we now merge our two reporting streams 
into a single publication – one that combines the detailed 
disclosure of investment processes and results provided  
by our Annual Report with the transparent discussion 
of ESG-related investment activities in our Responsible 
Investing Report. This integrated approach yields a holistic 
assessment of the past year’s results in the context of  
U of T’s broader objectives. And it reinforces the values of 
a university recognized both as a centre of learning and 
research excellence, and as a champion of sustainability.

In blending these linked narratives to include both 
investment performance and responsible investing,  
we clarify and reinforce UTAM’s role as the 
University’s diverse stakeholders work to create 
sustainable long-term impact – together.
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Responsibility is a given
Message from the Chair 

This year’s annual report brings together, for the first time, 
two key dimensions of UTAM’s reporting to our stakeholders across 
the University of Toronto community. In addition to our usual review 
of investment activities, governance, risk management and portfolio 
performance, we present content that until now has been covered in 
our stand-alone Responsible Investing Report: detailed analysis of how 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors are considered in 
our investment decision-making and stewardship activities. The result 
is a holistic view of UTAM’s approach and our progress in protecting 
and growing U of T’s assets over the long term.

This transition to integrated reporting represents an emerging 
best practice in investment communications, reinforcing UTAM’s 
commitment to ensuring our stakeholders have easy access to clear 
information. In the same spirit, we now provide UTAM’s Financial 
Statements, as well as the Carbon Footprint Report and TCFD  
Report, outside the Annual Report as separate, downloadable 
companion documents. 

Combining our two main reports also reflects a more fundamental 
belief that producing them separately, while it had practical 
advantages, created an artificial distinction – because we believe that 
sound investing is, by definition, responsible investing. Since 2016, 
in parallel with the University’s increased focus on achieving and 
advancing sustainability, UTAM’s commitment to comprehensive 
reporting has only deepened: any evaluation of our long-term investing 
approach requires the most complete picture possible of all relevant 
factors and potential risks affecting returns.

Adding value in challenging times 
The past year saw exceptional volatility in global markets, as major 
economies grappled with sharply rising inflation, higher interest 
rates and the threat of recession. The pandemic’s lingering effects 
were complicated by new pressures from geopolitical events, notably 
the invasion of Ukraine. This created a difficult environment for all 
investment portfolios, including the University’s. Yet, as discussed in 

this report, while returns in the Endowment portfolio were down year 
over year, value added against the benchmark Reference Portfolio was 
comparatively strong.

This continued strong relative performance despite challenging 
times speaks to the effectiveness of UTAM’s disciplined investment 
process. The results detailed in this report are a testament as well to 
the technical skills and focus of the entire team. Their ability to select 
and oversee high-calibre third-party managers has enabled UTAM 
to navigate through short-term fluctuations in markets worldwide by 
maintaining a long-term perspective. 

UTAM’s very full agenda for 2022 also included the successful 
transition of investment management activities related to U of T’s 
pension assets from UTAM to the University Pension Plan Ontario 
(UPP). UTAM team members worked diligently with their UPP 
counterparts to ensure the smooth migration of responsibilities to the 
new administration by March 31, 2022. 

Committed to strong governance
On behalf of the Board, I want to express our profound gratitude 
to David Denison and Geoff Matus, Co-Chairs of the University’s 
external Investment Committee, who stepped down this year 
after expertly overseeing UTAM’s investment strategy and risk 
management framework for more than 10 years. Their deep knowledge 
and thoughtful counsel have enabled UTAM to navigate through even 
the most challenging environments and remain consistently focused 
on the far horizon. Now, in keeping with the commitment to strong 
governance they’ve helped reinforce, David and Geoff have chosen to 
pass the baton. 

Succeeding them in the role of Chair is Craig Rimer, another long-
time Investment Committee member, whose industry expertise and 
wide-ranging experience will ensure that the legacy of sound strategic 
oversight continues. The Investment Committee also welcomes two 
outstanding new members: George Lewis brings the insights gained 

through his 30-year career in financial services, as well as his current 
board responsibilities in the investment sector. Poul A. Winslow has 
a similar wealth of experience in multi-asset class and alternative 
investments developed as a senior executive, both in Canada and 
internationally, over the past three decades. 

Choices for a sustainable future 
In closing, I’d like to express my appreciation to my Board colleagues: 
U of T President Meric Gertler; the University’s Chief Financial 
Officer, Trevor Rodgers; and representing the University of Toronto 
Faculty Association, Professor (Emeritus) Alan White of the 
Rotman School of Management. Our work together exemplifies the 
spirit of creative problem-solving and respectful collaboration that 
distinguishes the University we serve.

Lastly, I join the Board in thanking everyone at UTAM for their 
professionalism, innovative thinking and dedicated hard work 
under the strong leadership of Chuck O’Reilly, President and Chief 
Investment Officer. UTAM’s investment model is grounded in the 
values of the people who implement, manage and constantly refine it. 
As this integrated report makes clear, the responsible choices UTAM 
makes today will be measured by the results they yield well into the 
future – because that is the true test of sustainability.

Richard B. Nunn FCA, ICD.D 
Chair, UTAM Board of Directors
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Bringing it all together
Message from the President and  
Chief Investment Officer 

UTAM is committed to keeping our stakeholders informed 
through timely, transparent and accessible communications. In 
presenting this review of the 2022 calendar year, we’ve elevated 
what we believe is an already high standard of reporting to produce 
our first Integrated Annual Report, which incorporates the detailed 
review of ESG-related investment and stewardship activities 
previously contained in our separate Responsible Investing Report. 
We’re bringing a more fully integrated narrative to UTAM’s other 
stakeholder communications as well, including our refreshed website. 

This change in how we share information doesn’t reflect any 
fundamental shift in UTAM’s investment approach as we manage 
the assets of our sole client, the University of Toronto. It’s simply the 
latest evolution of a reporting strategy that has grown increasingly 
comprehensive over the past several years. 

Integrated reporting is just one facet of UTAM’s belief, as this year’s 
report theme suggests, in the power of bringing together the right 
elements – disciplined, repeatable processes informed by advanced 
analytical tools and implemented by a skilled and experienced team – 
to help advance the vision of one of the world’s great universities.

Resilience over the long term
The picture this year’s report presents is one of short-term challenges 
set against the broader backdrop of UTAM’s long-term investment 
approach and proven track record. Through much of 2022, investors 
worldwide had to navigate sometimes dramatic market fluctuations 
amidst continued economic uncertainty. This volatility was reflected 
in the performance of the University’s Endowment portfolio, which 
returned -8.9% year over year (net of fees and expenses). At the same 
time, though, value added was relatively strong, as the Endowment 
outperformed the -13.0% return in the Reference Portfolio, our public 
market benchmark, by 4.1 percentage points.

The importance of staying focused on the bigger picture is all the 
more evident when we look at investment performance within a longer 

timeframe. The Endowment portfolio has generated an annualized net 
return of 8.2% over the 10-year period ending December 31, 2022. This 
average 10-year annual result has exceeded both the University’s target 
return for the Endowment of 6.4% (based on a target return of 4% plus 
inflation per annum) and the Endowment's Reference Portfolio return 
of 6.3% over the same period. The Endowment’s 1.9 percentage points 
of annual outperformance compared to the Reference Portfolio over 
this 10-year period represents a gain of more than $523 million.

The other principal portfolio UTAM manages for the University is the 
Expendable Funds Investment Pool (EFIP), which consists mainly 
of working capital and is invested over the short to medium term. 
The total value of EFIP can vary widely with changes in student 
tuition fees, staff and faculty salaries, facilities maintenance costs, 
government grants and investment gains or losses. As of December 
31, 2022, EFIP was valued at $3.9 billion, compared to $3.0 billion at 
the end of 2021. Despite this increase in asset value over the calendar 
year, EFIP’s performance was challenged in 2022 as the rising interest 
rate environment negatively affected the fixed income investments 
that comprise this portfolio. For the year, EFIP returned –2.9%, which 
exceeded its benchmark target return by 0.1 percentage points. Over 
the 10-year period ending December 31, 2022, EFIP has returned 1.4%, 
outperforming its target return of 1.1% and driving a cumulative gain 
of more than $55 million.

That our portfolios showed resilience in a difficult capital market 
environment speaks to UTAM’s sound investment approach and, 
importantly, to the quality of the team I’m privileged to lead. The 
efforts we’ve made to attract and develop talented people, to enhance 
our systems and processes, and to foster rigorous, in-depth analysis 
has delivered value in the current context as well as over longer 
periods – and should position us well for the future.

Leadership in responsible investing
Underpinning this long-term perspective is our continued focus on 
responsible investing. During the past year, UTAM, on behalf of the F 
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H University of Toronto, signed the 2022 Global Investor Statement to 
Governments on the Climate Crisis, joining more than 600 investors 
worldwide representing more than US$40 trillion in assets under 
management. This landmark statement, which we’ve signed every year 
since 2017, calls on heads of state to make climate commitments that 
meet or exceed those of COP27 (which met in November 2022) and to 
prioritize specific policy actions in response to this global crisis. 

The Global Investor Statement is just one of many initiatives by which 
UTAM connects with other institutional investors to exchange ideas and  
advocate with one voice for the wider adoption of responsible investing 
practices. We also belong to organizations like the United Nations–
convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance, which guides members 
committed to transitioning their investment portfolios to net zero 
emissions by 2050. Since 2021, when U of T became the first university 
in the world to join the Alliance, we’ve developed a set of interim 
targets for the Endowment, including a carbon footprint reduction 
goal that encompasses both equities (including equity-like securities) 
and publicly traded corporate bonds – all as detailed in this report.

UTAM’s commitment to responsible investing is not just an abstract 
pledge to uphold a set of principles; it’s integral to how we work to 
manage U of T’s assets while constantly assessing and refining our 
investment processes. At the same time, we’re devoted to supporting 
the University’s clear vision and ambitious goals in the pursuit of 
sustainability. U of T President Meric Gertler summed it up succinctly 
in our last Responsible Investing Report: “As global challenges 
imperil the worldwide effort to meet our Paris Accord obligations, 
the advances made by UTAM and the University of Toronto provide 
important confirmation that progress is possible.”

Moving forward together
This year’s report once again includes stories showing the impact of 
our investments on U of T’s students, faculty and unique centres of 
learning and research. We’re indebted to the University’s Advancement 
team for sharing examples of the many powerful stories they’ve 
gathered in support of Defy Gravity, the largest university fundraising 
and alumni engagement campaign in Canadian history. 

We’re also pleased to feature a Q&A conversation with President 
Gertler, who provides his perspective on how UTAM helps to sustain 
and advance U of T’s vision. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank 
the President personally for his continued support and invaluable 
advice. Our strong collaboration alongside Trevor Rodgers, the 
University’s Chief Financial Officer, further ensures alignment 
between the strategic goals of UTAM and U of T.

Another pillar of this collaborative effort is the University’s Investment  
Committee, which oversees UTAM’s investment strategy and risk 
management framework. I join our Board of Directors in thanking the 
former Co-Chairs of the Investment Committee, David Denison and 
Geoff Matus, who stepped down in 2022 after more than a decade of 
expert counsel and steadfast focus on the long-term view. On behalf of  
UTAM, I’d like to welcome their successor as Chair, long-time Committee  
member Craig Rimer, who draws on deep investment industry expertise  
in assuming this leadership role. I’m also pleased to welcome the two 
new members, George Lewis and Poul A. Winslow, who likewise bring 
a wealth of professional experience to the Investment Committee. 
And I want to express our appreciation to the two other long-serving 
Committee members, Brent Belzberg and Heather Hunter, whose deep 
knowledge and astute guidance continue to be invaluable.

Lastly, I want to underline my gratitude to the entire UTAM team  
for their insights, dedication and plain hard work. We’ve responded to 
some tough challenges over the past year. And at the same time, we’ve 
identified promising opportunities, as always looking past daily or 
quarterly events to take the longer view. I’m confident that UTAM has 
the right blend of agility and discipline, creativity and prudence,  
to continue helping the University of Toronto realize its ambitious 
vision – together.

Chuck O’Reilly, CFA, CAIA 
President and Chief Investment Officer

Vision

To be one of the world’s leading university investment managers.

Mission

To produce strong investment results over the long term, advancing 
the University of Toronto’s goals for its portfolios through skilled 
investment management, leadership in responsible investing and 
prudent risk management.

Values

Excellence
• Strive to be the best, continuously learning and improving.
• Set high expectations and achieve ambitious goals.
• Exemplify and advance best practices in investment management.

Integrity
• Always do the right thing.
• Report transparently on our activities and results.
• Meet our commitments and be accountable for our actions.

Collaboration
• Operate as a cohesive team in an open, creative,  

high-performance culture.
• Work closely with the University, serving as a trusted partner.
• Partner with investment managers, service providers and others 

to our mutual benefit.

Equity
• Treat people of all identities, talents and perspectives equitably.
• Promote and actively foster diversity and inclusion.
• Respect, value and embrace the power of difference.

Sustainability
• Invest responsibly, applying an ESG lens and guided by a clear  

set of principles.
• Pursue and promote sustainability in how we invest and  

how we operate.
• Consider the long-term impact of every decision.
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2022 Highlights
All numbers are rounded

Endowment

Investment returns*

2022 

-8.9%

10-year (annualized)

8.2%

Total Endowment distributions (10-year)

$835mn

UTAM value added
(vs. Reference Portfolio)†

2022

+4.1 percentage points

10-year (annualized)‡

+1.9 percentage points

10-year

$523.1mn

EFIP

Investment returns*

2022 

-2.9%

10-year (annualized)

1.4%

UTAM value added
(vs. target return) 

2022

+0.1 percentage points

10-year (annualized)

+0.3 percentage points

10-year

$55.5mn

Total assets under management
At December 31

2022

$3.8bn
Endowment

$3.9bn
EFIP

2021

$4.2bn
Endowment

$3.0bn
EFIP

Year-over-year

+6.0%
(Endowment and EFIP combined)

$7.7bn
(Endowment and  
EFIP combined)

*All returns are calculated using the Time-Weighted Return methodology. 

†For more information about the Reference Portfolio, see page 19.

‡ The Endowment’s performance is also assessed relative to the University’s long-term target return of 4% + CPI (“Target Return”). Over the 10-year period, the Endowment’s annualized return of 8.2% outperformed the University’s annualized Target Return of 
6.4% by 1.8 percentage points.
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2022 Highlights
All numbers are rounded

Endowment

Carbon footprint*

2019 baseline

64.4
tCO₂e/$M invested

145,404.2 tCO₂e 
Absolute emissions

2022†

37.8
tCO₂e/$M invested

99,307.8 tCO₂e 
Absolute emissions

2030 target‡

32.2
tCO₂e/$M invested

Reduction in carbon footprint 2019–2022 -41.3%
tCO₂e/$M invested

-31.7%
Absolute emissions

Divestment from fossil fuel companies

2022

0.0%

Direct exposure

2.0%

Indirect exposure

2030 target

0.0%

Exposure (direct and indirect)

Investment in sustainable and  
low-carbon strategies

2022

4.1%

Invested in sustainable and  
low-carbon strategies

2025 target

10.0%

Invested in sustainable and  
low-carbon strategies

Company engagement

Companies engaged

1,214
Engagements

3,640

2022 top five areas of focus

- Corporate governance 
- Climate change 
-  Strategy, risk and communication
- Social and ethical 
- Human rights

Proxy voting

Public equity portfolio proxy voting

6,419
Shareholder meetings voted

88,798
Proposals and agenda items

8,067
Votes cast against management 
recommendations

* Carbon footprint is calculated for the Endowment Sub-Portfolio, consisting of equity, equity-like securities and public corporate bonds. These investments comprise approximately 70% of the Endowment’s net asset value at December 31, 2022.

†Verified by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP’s independent limited assurance review.

‡An interim target on the way to net zero by 2050.
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The year at a glance
Significant events and milestones in 2022

Announced a new carbon footprint reduction target of 50% 
by 2030, using the December 31, 2019, baseline and including 
publicly traded corporate bonds in addition to equity 
and equity-like securities. The target was established in 
accordance with the Target Setting Protocol of the Net-Zero 
Asset Owner Alliance.

Partnered with an external investment manager to develop 
an actively managed credit strategy that excludes fossil fuel 
exposure and is benchmarked against the newly launched 
FTSE Canada All Corporate Ex Fossil Fuels Enhanced  
Bond Index.

Began to transition Reference Portfolio benchmarks to 
indexes that exclude fossil fuel companies.

Engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC) to verify, 
through a limited assurance review, UTAM’s carbon 
footprint calculations and reporting. We are committed to 
continuing this enhancement to our reporting each year.

Eliminated direct exposure to fossil fuel companies in the 
Endowment. In EFIP, there was no direct exposure to fossil 
fuel companies and, during 2022, we eliminated all material 
indirect exposure to fossil fuel companies.
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Sophisticated  
investment management

UTAM manages investment portfolios exclusively on 
behalf of the University of Toronto. Over the past 22 years, we’ve 
steadily evolved our investment, risk management and operational 
processes as we strive constantly to meet and exceed the high 
expectations of our sole client. We apply insights gained through 
experience to continuously refine how we manage complex portfolios 
while balancing the University’s long-term objectives.

As we often point out, UTAM was created by a university for a 
university. We embrace U of T’s guiding values and understand the 
challenges and opportunities that shape its outlook. And after more 
than two decades of working on behalf of Canada’s largest university, 
we appreciate the nuances of its strategic priorities and governance 
structures. We also know the importance of explaining our investment 
approach and providing detailed information through reporting that is 
clear and accessible to a diverse range of stakeholders.

UTAM, like the institution we serve, never stops moving forward. 
We’re constantly enhancing and extending our capabilities while 
maintaining a prudent and disciplined approach to asset management. 
We’re committed to ensuring transparency and accountability through 
robust governance processes that reflect industry best practices. And 
as we work to sustain strong risk-adjusted returns while adhering to 
U of T’s investment policy guidelines and commitments, we remain 
focused on our vision: To be one of the world’s leading university 
investment managers.
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Managing the assets  
entrusted to us

In working to deliver sustainable value to the University of 
Toronto and its stakeholders, our efforts reinforce the financial 
foundation that allows Canada’s largest university to achieve its goals. 
Together, we strive to ensure that U of T’s endowment funds maintain 
purchasing power over the long term – and reliably support thousands 
of beneficiaries each year.

UTAM doesn’t simply make investments and monitor the returns. 
We constantly broaden and deepen our capabilities while enhancing 
our processes and systems. As we pursue our disciplined, team-
based investment process, we report transparently, measuring our 
performance against objective benchmarks and targets. In all that 
UTAM does, we look beyond short-lived market fluctuations to focus 
on the far horizon. 

A manager of managers
Established as a separate corporation by the University of Toronto in 
2000, UTAM invests funds according to objectives and guidelines set 
by the University’s Business Board, as well as the administration and 
the external Investment Committee. In fulfilling this mandate, we 
don’t typically make direct investments in traded securities. Rather, 
UTAM follows what is known in the investment industry as a manager 
of managers approach. We select investment managers that we believe 
are best in class, using an assessment process anchored by investment 
and operational risk management, including responsible investing. We 
then evaluate each manager’s performance against our risk and return 
expectations, taking into account the changing market environment.

Assets under management

Endowment
Known formally as the Long-Term Capital Appreciation Pool, the 
Endowment portfolio (as we refer to it in this annual report) consists 
primarily of certain endowment assets of the University of Toronto 
but also includes other funds invested for the long term. The size 

of this portfolio changes in value with contributions, investment 
gains/losses, fees and expenses, and the annual withdrawals to fund 
Endowment-supported initiatives. At the end of 2022, the assets in this 
pool had a value of $3.8 billion, down from $4.2 billion at the end of 2021.

Short-term working capital
Expendable University funds that can be invested over the short to 
medium term make up the Expendable Funds Investment Pool (EFIP). 
Principally comprising the University’s working capital, large cash flows  
into and out of EFIP result in its value fluctuating significantly in the 
course of a year. Factors that affect these fluctuations include student 
tuition fees, staff and faculty salaries, facilities maintenance costs, 
government grants, fees and expenses, and investment gains/losses. At 
the end of 2022, EFIP was valued at $3.9 billion, up from $3.0 billion at 
the end of 2021. 

Endowment
2022: $3.8 billion 2021: $4.2 billion

Short-term working capital
2022: $3.9 billion 2021: $3.0 billion

Our commitment to responsible investing

At UTAM, we integrate environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
factors into our investment and risk management processes, including 
decision-making, stewardship activities (through engagement, proxy 
voting and advocacy), and reporting and disclosure. 

Our Responsible Investing Committee and all investment, operational 
due diligence and risk management staff routinely consider ESG risks 
and opportunities. We apply ESG considerations particularly in our 
selection of investment managers, and we continually engage with our 
managers on their responsible investing programs after investment. 
In our public equity portfolios, we cast proxy votes where possible, 
using an ESG-focused policy. We encourage investment managers 
to adopt similarly focused policies (to the extent that they haven't 
already done so). And through various collaborative initiatives, we’ve 
actively engaged with corporate issuers, using an ESG-focused policy 
that promotes accountability in addressing, managing, disclosing 
and reporting ESG-related risks. We report our responsible investing 
activities on a regular basis.

UTAM’s formalized approach to responsible investing is consistent 
with our fiduciary duty and complements our overall investment 
strategy for the assets that the University has entrusted to us. We 
pursue a responsible investing approach because we believe that 
material ESG factors can have a significant impact on long-term 
investment returns. Applying an ESG lens to our activities allows us 
to make better-informed decisions and ultimately results in better 
outcomes for the assets that we manage on the University’s behalf.

On our website, we publish our responsible investing reporting, 
including carbon footprint reports (and starting with the 2021 carbon 
footprint, an accompanying opinion based on a limited assurance 
review conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP), Principles for 
Responsible Investment (PRI) reports for the Endowment, UTAM’s 
Responsible Investing Policy and TCFD (Task Force on Climate-related  
Financial Disclosures) reports. We also publish timely updates on our 
responsible investing and other activities at utam.utoronto.ca/news.

As our approach to responsible investing has evolved, we’ve assumed 
leadership roles in various responsible investment organizations, and 
we’re helping to identify, shape and promote best practices. 

In 2021, UTAM, on behalf of the University, joined the United 
Nations–convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance (NZAOA) – making 
U of T the first university in the world to become a member. The 
Alliance is a member-led initiative of institutional investors committed 
to transitioning their investment portfolios to net-zero GHG emissions 
by 2050 – consistent with a maximum temperature rise of 1.5°C. As 
of March 2023, the Alliance includes 85 institutional investors who 
together represent over US$11 trillion in assets under management. 
Joining the Alliance affirms our commitment to achieve net zero 
carbon emissions associated with the Endowment portfolio by no  
later than 2050. 
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We’re guided by the   
PRI framework

Since 2016, UTAM has been a signatory to the Principles for 
Responsible Investment (PRI), an investor initiative and leading 
proponent of responsible investing. We’ve undertaken a series of 
actions to align our policies, processes and practices with the PRI; an 
illustrative list of these actions is available on our website. Typically 
on an annual basis, the PRI publishes scorecards for its signatories to 
assess progress in implementing responsible investing practices over 
time, across asset classes and in comparison to peers at national and 
global levels.

The PRI’s six principles

01

We will incorporate ESG issues into investment analysis and 
decision-making processes.

02

We will be active owners and incorporate ESG issues into 
our ownership policies and practices.

03

We will seek appropriate disclosure on ESG issues by the 
entities in which we invest.

04

We will promote acceptance and implementation of the 
Principles within the investment industry.

05

We will work together to enhance our effectiveness in 
implementing the Principles.

06

We will each report on our activities and progress towards 
implementing the Principles.
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Our PRI scorecard

Since becoming a signatory in 2016, we’ve regularly participated  
in formal PRI assessments of UTAM’s responsible investing activities. 

UTAM completed three PRI assessments of our activities prior to 2021. 
We’ve consistently scored higher than the median PRI signatory in 
all applicable responsible investing categories. In 2020, the last year 
of reporting under the old framework, we received the highest mark 
possible across all six categories.

During 2021, in evaluating signatories’ activities for the 2020 calendar 
year, the PRI piloted a new reporting framework intended to better 
capture responsible investing efforts. As we’ve described in previous 
UTAM reports, this new framework encountered a range of issues. As 
a result, the release of PRI’s transparency and assessment reports for 
the 2020 calendar year was delayed until September 2022. The PRI 
bypassed assessments for the 2021 calendar year entirely. The next 
reports will cover activities in the 2022 calendar year; we expect to 
publish these results in UTAM’s next Integrated Annual Report. 

In its revised reporting framework, the PRI also adjusted its 
assessment methodology to better reflect the current state of 
responsible investing while anticipating future advancements. 
The module grading system shifted from alphabetical (A+ to E) to 
numerical (1 to 5 stars), and absolute grading (i.e., a single number 
grade, per module, out of 100) was adopted to achieve a more balanced 
distribution of scores. Due to the changes in PRI’s assessment 
methodology, scores covering activities in the 2020 calendar year are 
not comparable to previous years. (The PRI provides more details on 
the new assessment methodology on its website.)

UTAM’s PRI Assessment Report and PRI Transparency Report for 
the 2020 calendar year comprise our fourth annual reporting results 
since becoming a signatory in 2016. The reports evaluate our progress 
in implementing responsible investing practices across asset classes – 
compared to peer signatories, based on 2020 calendar year activities. 

Table 1 provides a snapshot of UTAM’s scores on each of the six 
modules applicable to our approach of allocating capital to managers 
and the Endowment’s asset class exposure. As displayed in the table, 
we have compared our results against a peer group of similar-sized, 
PRI-assessed global asset owners with assets under management 
(AUM) ranging between US$1 billion and US$10 billion – as well as 
to all global asset owners, regardless of AUM size.* We received five 
out of five stars on the Investment and Stewardship Policy module 
and four stars on each of the five asset class modules. As in past 
assessments, we consistently scored higher than the median PRI-
assessed global asset owner. This is true whether we compare our 
results to similar-sized global asset owners, or to all asset owners. 

Table 1
Principles for Responsible Investment scores for calendar year 2020

AUM: US$1 billion to US$10 billion AUM: All

Module UTAM Median Median

Investment & Stewardship Policy ★★★★★ (93) ★★★ (57) ★★★ (62)

Listed Equities ★★★★ (78) ★★★★ (69) ★★★★ (71)

Fixed Income ★★★★ (81) ★★★ (58) ★★★ (62)

Private Equity ★★★★ (79) ★★★★ (67) ★★★★ (66)

Real Estate ★★★★ (80) ★★★★ (67) ★★★★ (68)

Hedge Funds ★★★★ (76) ★★ (31) ★★★ (42)

*The PRI results also allow filtering peer group by region, but the number of observations for some modules is unacceptably small, so we have not included this comparison. The PRI does not currently offer 
filtering by asset owner category, so we are unable to compare ourselves against a peer group of endowments, for example.
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“UTAM supports all dimensions  
of our impact.”
Q&A with U of T President  
Meric Gertler 

In wide-ranging Q&A session, University 
of Toronto President Meric Gertler reflects 
on UTAM’s role in advancing the mission of 
Canada’s largest university.
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Q: You’ve said that UTAM’s shift this year to 
producing an Integrated Annual Report, one 
combining the Responsible Investing Report 
with the traditional Annual Report, “conveys a 
significant message.” Can you share a bit more 
of the University of Toronto’s perspective?

President Meric Gertler: Since 2016, UTAM has 
provided yearly updates on its responsible investing 
activities in a stand-alone report. Over that time, 
responsible investing has become increasingly 
embedded in UTAM’s work. And in fact it’s an 
emerging best practice among institutional 
investors to weave this type of information – for 
instance, social and environmental considerations 
– into a single, comprehensive annual report. 
UTAM’s President, Chuck O’Reilly, and I agreed, 
and the UTAM Board concurred, that UTAM 
should embrace this approach. It’s one more way 
we’re ensuring that stakeholders have easy access 
to concise, straightforward reporting on how the 
University’s assets are managed. 

To be clear, this is more than simply a change in 
report format. U of T has long been committed to 
advancing sustainability in every aspect of what 
we do, from our teaching and research to the 
management of our facilities and operations. Seven 
years ago, when I called on UTAM to deepen the 
University’s commitment to responsible investing, 
it was within a more sweeping report entitled 
Beyond Divestment: Taking Decisive Action on Climate 
Change. UTAM soon became a pioneer among 
university asset managers in connecting investment 
strategy to the goals of sustainability. Today, 
responsible investing is not merely an additional 
avenue to pursue alongside traditional investment 
activities. It’s integral to sound investment practice. 
And it’s therefore central to how UTAM manages  
U of T’s assets – just as sustainability is central to 
how this University sets priorities, makes decisions 
and plans for the future.

Q: In October 2021, you announced that U of T 
would be divesting from fossil fuel companies. 
How does this fit into the University’s overall 
sustainability strategy?

A: Divestment is a pillar of our response to the 
threat of climate change – but it’s not the only one. 
There are additional steps we’re taking to reduce 
the University’s carbon footprint and achieve 
net zero emissions. To start with divestment, 
we actually made two commitments. First, to 
divest the Endowment portfolio from all direct 
investments in fossil fuel companies by the end 
of October 2022, a year from when we made the 
announcement. Second, to divest from all indirect 
investments by 2030. The first pledge we achieved 

right on time – in fact, just ahead of schedule. 
UTAM has eliminated all direct exposure to fossil 
fuel companies in the Endowment. 

The second commitment, while more significant, 
is also more complicated. UTAM, as a manager of 
managers, typically makes indirect investments 
through pooled and commingled funds offered by 
third-party managers. So it’s not possible to isolate 
holdings in specific companies and simply remove 
them. Still, UTAM has already taken steps to reduce 
indirect fossil fuel exposure. This is a slower process  
than simply divesting from direct investments. For 
example, some indirect investments involve illiquid 
assets, and an early exit can incur significant 
financial loss. But Chuck and his team are steadily 
making progress. And they continue to work closely 
with the Endowment’s active managers, developing 
strategies to further reduce and ultimately exclude 
fossil fuels by 2030, if not sooner. 

At the same time, UTAM makes short- to medium-
term investments of working capital through 
what’s called the Expendable Funds Investment 
Pool, or EFIP. And even though our October 2021 
divestment pledge did not explicitly include the 
EFIP portfolio, it too is now fully divested from all 
direct and all material indirect fossil fuel exposure. 

Q: What other carbon-reduction goals have 
you established for the Endowment portfolio?

A: When we made our divestment announcement, 
we also committed to achieving net zero carbon 
emissions associated with the Endowment by 2050. 
That’s a bold commitment. And to help make it a  
reality, U of T, through UTAM, became the first 
university in the world to join the Net-Zero Asset 
Owner Alliance. This is a member-led initiative, 
convened by the United Nations, that guides 
institutional investors in transitioning their portfolios  
to net zero by 2050. The Alliance has established 
a framework for setting interim carbon emissions 
targets, as well as for engaging with emitting 
companies, financing the transition and undertaking  
other aspects of decarbonization. UTAM has adopted  
the Alliance’s target-setting protocol in defining how  
it measures progress toward the goal of net zero. UTAM  
also coordinates with other Alliance members on the 
evolving science of carbon footprint measurement.
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Q: Aren’t these net zero efforts made more 
difficult – as with divestment – by the fact that 
UTAM is a manager of managers?

A: Yes, investing through third-party managers 
certainly adds complexity when it comes to 
restructuring portfolios to achieve carbon 
reduction targets. The UTAM team understands 
these complexities, though, and has already made 
great strides toward reducing the carbon footprint 
of the portfolios they manage for the University 
– which stakeholders can explore in detail in the 
Integrated Annual Report. 

The added complexity can also make it harder for 
non-specialists to appreciate all the nuances. To 
enhance trust and accountability, UTAM has once 
again engaged PwC [PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP]  
to conduct an independent review validating the 
carbon footprint for the Endowment as reported 
by UTAM. Guided by these reviews, UTAM aims to 
continue enhancing its calculation and reporting 
processes to ensure that carbon footprint disclosure 
for U of T’s endowment investments reflects the 
highest industry standards – and wherever possible  
exceeds them. This is only one facet of UTAM’s 
overall commitment to accountability and 
transparency, which you see in its detailed reporting  
to governance bodies, as well as its annual reports 
and other regular updates to stakeholders.

Q: How do the returns that UTAM achieves 
over the long term help the University deliver 
on its mission?

A: By actively and strategically managing U of T’s  
assets, UTAM supports all dimensions of our 
impact. This is perhaps most evident through 
student scholarships, endowed faculty chairs 
and innovative learning and research programs. 
UTAM’s work also fuels the University’s vital role 
in civil society, as a place where promising ideas are 
discussed, challenged and improved – ultimately 
yielding valuable insights and breakthrough 
solutions. And UTAM helps advance the many other  
areas of sustainability where we’re leading by example 
 – notably our commitment to make the downtown 
St. George campus climate-positive by 2050.

To give just one concrete example of investment 
impact: In the 2022–2023 academic year, U of T 
spent $331 million on student financial aid – and 
of that total, $54 million was funded by returns 
from the Endowment. In fact, over the past 10 
years, the investments managed by UTAM in the 

Endowment portfolio generated about $2.1 billion 
in total returns. These have been used in part to 
help talented students develop their knowledge and 
skills and then pursue their dreams – to the benefit 
of society, our local and global economies, and the 
future of the planet. 

UTAM plays a critical role in our efforts to 
achieve financial sustainability – whether that 
means sustaining excellence in access, research or 
pedagogy. It is hard to overstate the importance of 
this in an era of declining government support and 
frozen tuition fees. 

Q: Given this close strategic alignment, where 
do UTAM’s goals intersect with those of the 
University’s Defy Gravity campaign? 

A: There are many facets to Defy Gravity, as 
the largest university fundraising and alumni 
engagement campaign in Canadian history. But  
one of its cornerstones is an unparalleled financial 
goal: we’ve asked the U of T community to support 
us in raising more than $4 billion. And as we work  
together to realize that ambition, we know UTAM  
will be here to invest donors’ generous contributions  
with expertise while continuing to focus, as always,  
on long-term sustainability. This is the legacy UTAM  
has built through 22 years of expert stewardship. 
And I know it will sustain our momentum as 
we pursue the University of Toronto’s vision of 
inclusive excellence with global impact.

Meric Gertler 
President, University of Toronto
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Divestment from  
fossil fuels

As part of the University of Toronto’s engagement in the 
global fight against climate change, UTAM committed to divesting 
from investments in fossil fuel companies in the Endowment portfolio. 
This process began in October 2021 with two related divestment 
commitments announced by President Gertler:

• The Endowment portfolio will be fully divested from all direct 
investments in fossil fuel companies within one year of the 
divestment announcement.

• For those investments made indirectly – typically through pooled 
and commingled vehicles managed by third-party fund managers – 
UTAM will divest the Endowment from its investments in fossil  
fuel companies by no later than 2030. UTAM will also report 
regularly to stakeholders on our progress towards this goal.

UTAM achieved the first commitment in 2022, within the target 
timeline. By the end of 2022, we had also implemented notable 
changes in the Endowment to reduce indirect exposure to fossil  
fuel companies: 

• We made a new allocation to an active global equity manager that is 
a recognized leader in sustainable investing and excludes fossil fuel 
companies from its investment universe.

• We made a new commitment to a fund launched by a sustainability-
focused private equity manager.

• We partnered with RP Investment Advisors, a longstanding active 
corporate bond manager in the Endowment, to seed a new strategy 
that excludes fossil fuel companies from its investment universe. 
This strategy is benchmarked to the newly launched FTSE All 
Corporate Ex Fossil Fuels Enhanced Bond Index.

• We transitioned the vast majority of our passive equity and fixed 
income exposure to benchmark indexes that exclude fossil fuels. At 
December 31, 2022, passive equity and fixed income exposure that 
tracked ex fossil fuel indexes constituted 16.9% and 21.4% of the 
Endowment, respectively.

While these changes resulted in a lower year-over-year dollar exposure 
to fossil fuel companies in the Endowment,* various offsetting 
factors resulted in the exposure as a percentage of the Endowment’s 
total net assets remaining constant. Some of the offsetting factors 
included: reduced exposure to fossil fuels from the changes noted 
above; increased exposure to fossil fuel companies from active global 
equity managers, driven in large part by the outperformance of 
commodity-based equities during 2022, and the lower asset value of 
the Endowment portfolio at 2022 year end. 

We continue working to identify new low-carbon strategies that 
exclude investments in fossil fuel companies. We also consider low-
carbon strategies managed by our existing managers and work with 
those managers to launch new strategies that will further reduce the 
Endowment’s exposure to carbon and fossil fuel companies.

To better align our efforts with the University’s divestment initiative, 
we are transitioning the Reference Portfolio’s asset class benchmarks 
to indexes that exclude fossil fuels. This process began effective 
October 1, 2022, when we transitioned the fixed income benchmarks 
to newly launched indexes that exclude fossil fuels. As of the same 
date, the Reference Portfolio’s equity benchmark began transitioning 
to the MSCI All-Country World ex Fossil Fuels Index; we expect this 
process to be completed by October 1, 2024.

Lastly, although President Gertler’s divestment initiative is focused on 
the Endowment, UTAM also implemented changes to EFIP in 2022 to 
align its investment strategy with the University’s climate objectives. 
These changes have eliminated all material indirect exposure to fossil 
fuel companies in EFIP. (EFIP did not have any direct exposure to 
fossil fuel companies. This continues to be the case.)

Investment in sustainable and low-carbon 
strategies

When President Gertler unveiled the University’s divestment 
initiative, he also announced that UTAM would allocate at least 10% of 
the Endowment portfolio to sustainable and low-carbon investments 
by 2025. We’ve made progress toward this commitment as well. At 
December 31, 2022, 4.1% of the Endowment was invested in such 
strategies. We continue to identify and investigate new sustainable 
and low-carbon strategies for their potential fit in the Endowment 
portfolio. We’re comfortable that this commitment will be achieved 
ahead of the 2025 target date.

*Fossil fuel exposure is calculated based on equity, equity-like securities, and public government and corporate bonds. These investments comprise approximately 90% of the Endowment’s net asset value at 
December 31, 2022.
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Taking decisive action on  
climate change 

A key component of the University of Toronto’s 2021 climate 
announcement is the commitment to net zero emissions in the 
Endowment portfolio by 2050. This commitment coincided with 
UTAM joining the Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance. The Alliance 
has established a framework for setting interim targets on various 
decarbonization initiatives to guide members in achieving net zero 
emissions in their portfolios by 2050. In accordance with the Alliance’s 
Target Setting Protocol, in 2022 UTAM established interim targets 
with respect to emissions, engagement and transition financing.

Emissions targets

In October 2022, UTAM announced a new carbon footprint target for  
the Endowment portfolio – a 50% reduction by 2030, using 2019 baseline  
levels. This target, measured in tonnes of CO₂ equivalent per million  
dollars invested (tCO₂e/$M), includes the impact of carbon contributions  
from equities (including equity-like assets) and corporate bonds. Going  
forward, we will report our progress only against this new target.

UTAM’s new carbon footprint target builds on the successful 
achievement of our previous carbon footprint goal. In 2019, we 
committed to reducing the carbon footprint of the equity and equity-
like sub-portfolio of the Endowment by 40% compared to 2017 levels 
by 2030. We met this target – almost a decade ahead of schedule.

Engagement targets

We share with the Alliance the belief that engagement is a critical tool 
to drive the transition to net zero in the real economy. Engagement 
has been an important component of UTAM’s responsible investing 
framework for many years and it will continue to be significant going  
forward. Therefore, consistent with the Alliance’s Target Setting Protocol,  
in 2022 we committed to meet these engagement targets by 2025:

• To engage – through collaborative initiatives, as well as via our 
investment managers and EOS, our engagement service provider 
– with 20 public companies, focusing on those that are the world's 
largest corporate GHG emitters and those that contribute to the 
most owned emissions in the Endowment portfolio.

• To continue engaging with incumbent and prospective investment 
managers, and to participate in manager engagements led by  
the Alliance.

• To contribute to industry-wide engagement developments, such as 
the creation of Alliance position papers.

Financing transition targets

The Alliance’s Target Setting Protocol includes a pillar addressing 
financing transition. This focuses on assessing climate solution 
investments, as well as enhancing the supply side of climate solutions 
and supporting the growth in climate solution investments within 
Alliance members’ investment portfolios.

Our targets in relation to this pillar are qualitative. Having joined 
the Alliance’s Financing Transition Track, we support its objectives 
and stay well informed about this rapidly evolving initiative. Going 
forward, we’ll continue to assess climate solution investments for the 
Endowment portfolio.

Portfolio carbon footprint and PwC limited 
assurance review

At the end of 2022, the carbon footprint of the Sub-Portfolio was 37.8 
tCO₂e/$M (based on total emissions of 99,307.8 tCO₂e). UTAM once 
again engaged PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP to undertake a limited 
assurance review of the calculation of the 2022 carbon footprint. The 
review examined the calculation and reported outcomes based on the 
2022 carbon footprint results. 

The 2022 carbon footprint calculation and results, accompanied by 
PwC’s independent opinion, are available on our website. 

Our operations are carbon neutral

UTAM as a corporation continues to be substantially carbon neutral. 
In 2022, we continued our program of purchasing carbon offsets to 
mitigate the carbon footprint of our business travel, our electricity and 
gas consumption, and our use of paper.

We recognize that purchasing carbon offsets is not a perfect or 
complete solution to mitigating the climate impact of our activities. 
However, we feel it is an important step in the right direction. To 
cover our activities in 2022, we purchased carbon offsets representing 
50 tonnes of CO₂ equivalent. Our purchase of carbon offsets in 2022 
– although increased compared with the previous two years, as we 
started to return to more normal levels of operation – continued to be 
significantly lower than in years past, reflecting reduced travel due to 
the pandemic.
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Investment impact 
“I expanded my knowledge and experience while helping 
conserve Canada’s biodiversity”

At the University of Toronto Scarborough, 
two endowed scholarship programs 

enable talented graduate students to 
pursue careers in environmental science 

and join the growing global effort to 
address the impacts of climate change. 

The stories of four recent recipients 
illustrate the long-term benefits of  

donor-funded support.

Karrina Pillay 
Mary Winthrop Allen Graduate Student Scholarship in 
Environmental Science 2020–2021

After undergraduate studies in human biology 
and psychology at U of T Scarborough, Karrina 
carried on into the Master of Environmental 
Science program – despite the challenges of the 
pandemic. “The scholarship allowed me to focus on 
my education and future career aspirations,” she 
says. “I expanded my knowledge and experience 
while helping conserve Canada’s biodiversity.” 
Keenly interested in how psychology drives both 
individual behaviour and public policymaking, 
Karrina now works as a species-at-risk biologist 
with Environment and Climate Change Canada.

Judy Chang
Mary Winthrop Allen Graduate Student Scholarship in 
Environmental Science 2016–2017

Judy entered the Master of Environmental 
Science program at U of T Scarborough in 2017 
after earning a BSc at the University of British 
Columbia. Her passion for sustainability is at the 
heart of every challenge she has taken on, whether 
helping to eliminate disposable water bottles at 
the Special Olympics Canada 2014 Summer Games 
or introducing organics recycling to Richmond, 
BC. In her current role as a senior project controls 

specialist with engineering firm Parsons Inc., Judy 
works in the Yukon on the remediation of the Faro 
mine, one of Canada’s largest abandoned mine 
cleanup projects. 

Vikash Narine
Brian Greenwood Graduate Student Scholarship in 
Environmental Science 2016–2017

While pursuing an honours BSc in Environmental 
Geoscience at U of T, Vikash gained valuable 
research experience, notably travelling to the 
Volcanology Field Camp in Iceland. He then entered 
the Master of Environmental Science program at 
U of T Scarborough, where he supported other 
students as a teaching assistant. On graduating 
in 2017, he worked in the High Arctic with the 
Department of National Defense, supporting 
microbial remediation efforts and ensuring 
compliance with federal and territorial regulations. 
He is now an environmental assessment officer 
with Natural Resources Canada.

Joy Ehiwere
Brian Greenwood Graduate Student Scholarship in 
Environmental Science 2022–2023

Committed to advancing both environmental 
science and gender equity, Joy earned a diploma in 
building technology from the Federal Polytechnic 

in Auchi, Nigeria, and began her career as an 
assistant supervisor with a construction company. 
She went on to study environmental engineering 
technology at Saskatchewan Polytechnic and 
graduated with a BSc in Environmental Science 
from Royal Roads University (where she was on the 
student council). As she completes her MEnvSc at 
U of T Scarborough, Joy is also an environmental 
scientist with AECOM, a global infrastructure 
consulting firm. 

Scholarships, bursaries and other forms of financial 
assistance to students account for the largest share 
of the total paid out annually from the University of 
Toronto’s endowment funds. 

For the U of T fiscal year ending April 30, 2022, 
about $1.4 billion – representing 43% of the 
University’s total $3.2 billion in endowments* – 
was directed to student support.

* The “Endowment portfolio” managed by UTAM – also called the Long-Term Capital Appreciation Pool – comprises the University’s endowment funds 
plus other investment assets. As of April 30, 2022, U of T’s fiscal year-end, the total value of the Endowment portfolio was $3.9 billion, including $3.2 
billion of endowment funds plus $0.7 billion of other long-term assets. (At UTAM’s year-end – December 31, 2022 – the Endowment portfolio was  
valued at $3.8 billion)
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A rigorous  
investment process

We’re constantly refining our investment process, 
applying lessons learned today to address the challenges of tomorrow. 
We combine rigorous quantitative and qualitative analysis to evaluate 
external investment managers. Using advanced analytical tools, we 
gain in-depth insights that guide our investment activities while 
allowing us to handle routine tasks more effectively. And we apply 
judgment, shaped through experience, to constantly refine how we 
structure and manage our efforts. The result is a robust, repeatable 
investment process that has delivered solid long-term returns against 
U of T’s risk and return objectives. 
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The Reference  
Portfolio:  
benchmarking  
performance

UTAM’s investment decisions are anchored by the Reference 
Portfolio, which establishes a benchmark for the risk and return 
objectives for the Endowment. As we put our investment strategy 
into action, the Reference Portfolio serves as an objective yardstick 
for measuring active risk and the value gained or lost through our 
investment management activities.

The Reference Portfolio is developed jointly by UTAM and the 
Investment Committee. It is then recommended to the University 
administration, which must approve its use for the Endowment portfolio.

Design features of the Reference Portfolio

The Reference Portfolio must have the following characteristics:

• Risk and return attributes consistent with the objectives of the 
Endowment portfolio

• Simple asset mix – public market asset classes only
• Passive investing approach – no active strategies
• Easy to implement – no need for a large investment team
• Low cost – can be deployed without significant expense

The current Reference Portfolio consists of 60% equity exposure and 
40% fixed income exposure.

Table 2
Asset Mix Compared to the Reference Portfolio at December 31, 2022

Reference Portfolio Asset Class Benchmark Reference Portfolio Weight Actual Endowment Weight

Equity 60.0 60.2 

Global Equity* MSCI ACWI Net Total Return Index 
(50%)

60.0 60.2
MSCI ACWI Net ex Fossil Fuels Total 
Return Index (50%) †

Fixed Income 40.0 39.8

Canadian Corporate Bonds FTSE Canada All Corporate ex 
Fossil Fuels Enhanced Bond Total 
Return Index

20.0 20.0

Canadian Government Bonds FTSE Canada All Government ex 
Fossil Fuels Bond Total Return Index

20.0 19.8

* The Global Equity benchmark is 50% hedged to Canadian dollars for the developed markets component and unhedged for the emerging markets component.

† The Global Equity benchmark is scheduled to fully transition to the MSCI ACWI Net ex Fossil Fuels index by October 1, 2024.

Asset mix

Table 2 shows the asset class weights for the Reference Portfolio and 
the Endowment as of December 31, 2022. We calculate the weights on 
an exposures basis, meaning they reflect the economic exposure of 
any derivative instruments that may be used to maintain an asset class 
exposure at the desired weight. We believe that this reporting method 
best represents the asset class exposures and risks of the investment 
portfolios. It should also be noted that the asset class weights in Table 
2 reflect the impact of mapping investments not in the Reference 
Portfolio – for instance, private equity and hedge funds – to the most 
appropriate asset class within the Reference Portfolio.

Investment flexibility

Although the Reference Portfolio includes only public market asset 
classes, UTAM has the flexibility to invest in other asset classes and 
strategies. However, this freedom is tightly controlled with agreed-
upon risk guidelines that are monitored and reported on regularly. 
Investments in any asset class or strategy not represented in the 
Reference Portfolio are subject to the relevant plan documents and 
require explicit permission from the Investment Committee. Once 
approved, UTAM retains discretion to select investments within these 
approved asset classes and strategies.

Our decisions with regard to the portfolios are governed by an 
investment management agreement between UTAM and the 
University, and additionally by the University Funds Investment Policy 
with respect to both the Endowment and EFIP. 

We have the flexibility to deviate from the target Reference Portfolio 
asset class weights, but the actual weights must be within the 
allowable bands – that is, within 10% for global equities; within 10% for 
each fixed income asset class; and up to 10% above or 15% below the 
Reference Portfolio’s total fixed income weight.

In addition to the limits above, we must adhere to various liquidity, 
concentration and rebalancing constraints.

As well, our investment decisions are framed by a rigorous risk 
management process and a formal risk budget, which are detailed 
beginning on page 26.
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How we choose  
investment managers

UTAM employs a highly analytical approach to assessing and 
selecting external investment managers. Over the years, we’ve defined 
a series of clear steps for identifying strong candidates, vetting their 
investment practices and monitoring long-term performance.

Active vs. passive

An important part of our manager selection process is determining 
whether to invest with an active manager or to invest passively. Our 
default position is to invest passively at the lowest possible cost. In 
other words, we only pursue active management when we have a high 
level of conviction that a specific investment manager’s approach 
will outperform passive investment alternatives (net of all fees and 
expenses) over time.

Sourcing and assessing managers

We review hundreds of investment managers every year. Primary 
sourcing methods include drawing on the knowledge and experience 
of the UTAM team, proactively reaching out to managers and 
networking with other investors. Secondary methods include 
attending conferences, responding to inbound inquiries from 
managers and searching industry databases.

The initial screening process consists of reviewing the manager’s 
marketing materials, and in some cases running a quantitative analysis 
of returns, to quickly determine if there is a potential fit. If we remain 
interested after the first pass, we request a call or meeting with the 
manager to better understand the organization and investment 
team, their investment philosophy and process, their investment 
performance, the level of transparency they are willing to provide 
and the terms of the investment (including the fee structure). When a 
manager seems potentially well matched to our investment beliefs and 
objectives, we conduct extensive in-depth research and analysis.

Investment due diligence (IDD)

For managers who make it to this stage of the process, we focus on the 
four P’s: people, philosophy, process, performance. We also add a fifth 
P, portfolio fit, which takes into account how the manager’s strategy 
fits with the other managers and strategies across the rest of the 
relevant portfolio. We also look at the alignment of interests between 
the investment manager and the investors in their strategies. Our 
IDD process includes both a qualitative assessment of the manager’s 
organization and its people, and a quantitative review of historical 
portfolio holdings (where available) and returns.

Moveover, we discuss and evaluate the manager’s responsible investing 
approach across various dimensions, including decision-making, active 
ownership, reporting and disclosure. Where relevant, we also evaluate 
the ESG-related characteristics, carbon footprint, and material ESG 
risks of the manager’s investment portfolio. We summarize our 
findings in a proprietary ESG integration rating for each manager and 
investment strategy that we invest in.

As an institutional investor, we expect a great deal of transparency 
from potential and current managers – far more than a typical 
individual investor would receive. This level of transparency is 
necessary for UTAM’s team to effectively evaluate active managers. 
For example, in reviewing public equity strategies, managers typically 
provide historical month-end holdings, which UTAM runs through 
sophisticated analytical tools to produce reports that include 
performance and risk attribution; factor exposures (e.g., value, growth 
and momentum); risk exposures; ESG scores, including carbon 
footprints; sector and country exposures; the trading history of each 
position; and more. This information helps us better understand the 
manager’s investment process and allows us to ask more targeted 
questions when interviewing the manager’s investment team about 
their strategies. F
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How we choose 
investment managers

H We believe that leveraging quantitative tools, while essential for a 
best-in-class manager selection process, is not sufficient on its own. 
We therefore complement our rigorous quantitative insights with 
qualitative judgment and experience, working as a team to make 
optimal manager choices that we expect will benefit our client over the 
long term.

Operational due diligence (ODD)

Once there is a reasonable probability that the Investment team 
will recommend investing with a particular manager, we conduct a 
similarly rigorous review of the firm’s business operations, focusing 
on people and processes, including corporate practices such as equity, 
diversity and inclusion policies. We must be confident that a manager 
not only offers a promising investment opportunity but also operates a 
sound, well-run business.

Risk analysis

In addition to our investment and operational due diligence 
processes, our Risk and Research team runs a risk analysis that 
includes calculating the expected risk contribution of the potential 
new investment to the overall portfolio risk. Armed with this 
comprehensive and independent analysis, we can make more informed 
decisions about prospective managers and strategies, focusing on 
those that offer the highest expected return for the amount of risk 
being taken.

Manager recommendation

All material allocations must be approved by UTAM’s Management 
Investment Committee. To help the Committee evaluate investment 
recommendations, formal IDD and ODD reports are prepared by the  
Investment team and the Operational Due Diligence team, respectively.

The IDD report is a detailed account of the IDD process and findings. 
The ODD report describes the review undertaken and its findings, 
and also includes a detailed account of key operational risks and 
mitigations (if any), as well as specific ESG considerations within its 
scope, such as proxy voting and equity, diversity and inclusion policies 
and practices. It provides a conclusion on whether the manager’s 
operations are sufficiently sound and indicates any operational 
improvements identified as necessary conditions for investment. In 
addition to the IDD and ODD reports, for all new investments, the 
Committee also receives and considers risk, legal and tax diligence 
reports. After reviewing and discussing each of these reports, the voting  
members of the Committee decide whether to approve the allocation.

Ongoing monitoring

After an investment has been made, the IDD and ODD teams follow 
continuous monitoring and reporting processes. The Investment team 
typically connects at least quarterly with each manager. The focus 
of the monitoring process remains on the five P’s of our IDD review. 
The process includes an assessment of performance, taking into 
account the market environment and how we expected the manager to 
perform in that environment. We also conduct regular reassessment of 
operational risk to consider any relevant changes. 

Alongside our ongoing investment and operational discussions, we 
continue to discuss and evaluate ESG and responsible investing 
practices with our managers, as we look for continued commitment 
to responsible investing and ongoing evolution of the manager’s 
approach.

For UTAM, choosing to work with an investment manager is not a 
one-time decision – it’s a continuous process of analysis, evaluation, 
dialogue and renewal.
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Responsible investing  
manager spotlight  
Generation Investment Management LLP

As a manager of managers, UTAM seeks out external 
investment managers whose values and approach align 
with our own. A case in point is our relationship with UK-
based Generation Investment Management LLP. In 2022, we 
added Generation’s Global Equity Fund to the Endowment 
portfolio. Like UTAM, Generation uses a sustainability lens 
in its investment research, and it believes that sustainability 
factors can materially affect long-term business profitability 
and investment returns.

We invited Generation to review key building blocks of its 
sustainability-focused process for evaluating, monitoring 
and engaging the companies it invests in.

www.generationim.com

Generation Investment Management LLP was founded in 2004 with a 
clear mission: proving the business case for an integrated investment 
approach that considers both sustainability and fundamental financial 
analysis. Generation’s assets under management as at December 31, 
2022, were US$30.1 billion across both private and public equities. 
The University of Toronto’s Endowment invests in our Global Equity 
Fund, a concentrated, long-only global equities strategy that embeds 
stewardship and sustainability into its investment process. 

Investment philosophy 

At Generation, we believe that investment results for equity strategies 
are maximized by setting a long-term investment horizon. Numerous 
studies have shown that most of a company’s value is determined by 
its long-run performance. We recognize that sustainability factors 
have a direct effect on long-term business profitability, and we’ve made 
this central to our investment philosophy. In our view, the interests 
of shareholders will be best served over time by companies that 
maximize financial performance through strategically managing their 
economic, social and environmental performance. 

We believe that maximizing financial performance requires that 
current earnings not borrow from future earnings or from the 
future well-being of society. A company’s long-term sustainability is 
further enhanced if its business thrives by directly meeting some of 
the world’s pressing challenges. Generation aims to buy high-quality 
businesses with effective management teams and securities that are 
attractively priced to deliver excess returns over the long term. 

Investment process 

Sustainability is integrated throughout each stage of Generation’s 
investment process; like UTAM, we do not have separate teams 
of sustainability/ESG analysts and investment analysts. This core 

competency underpins our ability to generate sustainable, long-term 
returns. Equally important, each investment analyst, supported by two 
stewardship professionals, is responsible for undertaking proxy voting 
and engagement for the companies under their coverage. 

The Global Equity Team’s investment process has three stages. It 
begins with research: analysts investigate factors driving sector and 
global trends, allowing the team to identify sustainability issues that 
are relevant and material to particular sectors. 

Analysts then dive deeper into companies they view as being most 
likely to thrive in the context of these sector and global trends. 
Applying a framework that includes sustainability among its key 
criteria, the team analyzes Business Quality (BQ) and Management 
Quality (MQ). Analysts present their BQ and MQ assessments to the 
broader team for discussion and debate. Eligible companies are then 
added to Generation’s “Focus List.” 

In the final stage, portfolio construction begins. The relevant analyst 
conducts a detailed valuation for each company on the Focus List, and 
establishes a target price and a range for the target price. The team 
builds a concentrated portfolio of high-conviction names based on 
its view of upside relative to fair-value determination. The size of the 
entry position is similarly based on conviction, which is a function of 
BQ, MQ, potential upside and analytical “edge.” 

Engagement 

Generation invests in businesses that we believe are of high quality 
and run by management teams focused on the long term. Our 
aim is not to use engagement as a tool to fundamentally change a 
business. However, because no company is perfect, we do engage with 
companies as necessary. F
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Responsible investing  
manager spotlight  
 
Generation Investment Management LLP

H Our analysts interact several times a year, at the board and 
management level, with all the companies for which they are 
responsible. We conduct a company-specific engagement when 
an analyst’s research and monitoring identify factors that could 
create material risks – or that could, in contrast, offer significant 
opportunities to enhance the company’s performance. 

We usually engage individually with companies. To communicate 
expectations to a group of Focus List or portfolio companies, the 
Global Equity Team undertakes an engagement program. We 
currently have three such programs: climate change; equality, diversity 
andinclusion (EDI); and, as of 2022, deforestation. These are issues 
that entail systemic challenges and require accelerated action across 
industries. In 2022, we engaged most extensively on climate change. 

Climate engagement 

Since Generation’s founding, consideration of climate change 
outcomes, with their associated risks and opportunities, has been 
central to our investment philosophy and to how we integrate 
sustainability factors into our investment process. Leadership on the 
climate crisis is critical, and managing climate risk and opportunity 
is inseparable from our fiduciary responsibility. Generation therefore 
committed in 2021 to aligning all the investment portfolios we manage 
with net zero emissions by 2040. 

As well, we set a goal of 60% science-based target coverage across the  
Global Equity Fund portfolio by 2025. This goal requires a more orderly  
and ambitious plan for our climate change engagement with Focus List  
companies. At the end of 2020, Generation began creating a framework  
(see page 24) recognizing four levels of performance on climate change 
that we expect companies to achieve as quickly as possible:

Level 1: Companies disclose their greenhouse gas emissions either to 
CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project) or in annual reports. 

Level 2: Companies disclose on climate-related risk and opportunity, 
in line with the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-
Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). 

Level 3: Companies set targets through the Science-Based Target 
initiative (SBTi). 

Level 4: Companies actively demonstrate leadership on climate action.

From September 2020 to December 2022, we saw the percentage of 
Focus List companies participating in the SBTi or setting 2040 net 
zero commitments – or both – increase from 25% to 56%. Over the 
same period, the percentage of companies at Level 0 declined from 
28% to 9%. 

To encourage the adoption of science-based targets, our general 
practice now will be to vote against the re-election of the Chair of a 
Focus List company that is not participating in the SBTi.

Climate advocacy 

We’re proud of the progress Generation has made with our Focus List 
companies. However, the climate crisis requires much more to be done 
at the global level, including a transformation in capital allocation, if 
we are to achieve net zero in the desired timeframe.  

Back in 2016, Generation was among the founding members of 
the TCFD, a key partner in advocating for tools and frameworks 
to standardize disclosure. Additionally, in partnership with the 
Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC), the 
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) and a group of founding 
asset managers, Generation has worked to establish the Net Zero Asset 

Managers initiative – a coalition of like-minded managers committed 
to net zero emissions by mid-century. 

Generation is a relatively small firm with big aspirations. We will 
continue to focus, motivate and collaborate with others to fulfill 
our vision of mitigating systemic climate risk. 
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Responsible investing  
manager spotlight  
 
Generation Investment Management LLP

Generation’s climate change 
performance framework

We want companies to do 
all of these things. It’s not 
a question of moving up 
a level and dispensing of 
the previous one

01 Minimum standard of climate disclosure
• Discloses Scope 1 and 2 emissions
• (Strongly encouraged) Discloses to CDP and fully 

discloses Scope 3 emissions

02 Desired climate disclosure
• Discloses in line with TCFD recommendations, 

including for Scope 3 emissions
• (Strongly encouraged) A public supporter of TCFD

03 Minimum standard of climate action
• Science-based target, including for Scope 3 

emissions in line with SBTi methodology
• Committed to net zero emissions no later than 

2050, including for Scope 3 emissions in line 
with SBTi methodology

• (Strongly encouraged) 1.5°C science-based target 

04 Desired climate action
• Committed to net zero emissions no later than 

2040, including for Scope 3 emissions in line 
with SBTi methodology

• Net negative goal, investing in nature-based 
solutions

• Allocating capital and setting management 
incentives in line with net zero

• Providing/innovating products and services that 
are net zero-enabling and climate-resilient 

• Collaborating with peers
• Actively allocating public policy to realize the 

Paris goals
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A total  
risk management  
framework

UTAM’s disciplined, methodical approach to assessing and 
managing investment risk is designed to bring an added measure of 
confidence to the investment process.

Our Risk and Research team, guided by our Chief Risk Officer 
(CRO), spearheads efforts that are both wide-ranging and precisely 
targeted, gauging the potential investment impacts from active 
risk, counterparty concentration, liquidity needs and specific ESG-
related factors, as well as the long-term effects of climate change. 
The direction and focus of our dedicated risk management team is a 
defining feature of UTAM among university asset managers. 

Over the past decade our CRO has guided the evolution of UTAM’s 
risk measurement, asset allocation modelling and broader investment 
research beyond specific manager-related investigations. These efforts 
contribute to the stability of our overall investment management 
approach – and therefore our ability to achieve and potentially exceed 
the University’s long-term return expectations while adhering to its 
risk tolerance constraints.
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Assessing and managing  
investment risk 

A well-structured, multi-lens risk management approach is 
important in normal times but even more so in periods of market 
stress. This was certainly evident in 2022, as we saw very volatile 
market performance in contrast to the relative stability and strong 
gains of 2021. 

As many economies reopened after multiple rounds of pandemic 
lockdowns, demand largely outstripped supply. Inflation, which had 
already begun rising with the global recovery, shot up significantly. In 
Canada, for example, inflation peaked in June at just above 8%, year 
over year, and ended 2022 at slightly more than 6%. Around the globe, 
central banks quickly took action to control the level of inflation, 
raising interest rates from previously historic lows. 

As a result, bond markets suffered along with equities: both saw 
double-digit losses during the year. Canadian government bonds (as 
measured by the FTSE Canada All Government Bond Index) dropped 
12.3%, and the MSCI All-Country World Index (USD) declined by 
18.4%. These losses made investment diversification challenging, as 
many asset classes moved in tandem with bonds. In short, 2022 was a 
turbulent year for investors and clearly demonstrated the importance 
of robust risk management.

UTAM’s investment risk management framework is anchored by 
three risk categories: market, concentration (including credit and 
counterparty) and liquidity. The main portfolio risk limits, such 
as the active risk limit, are approved by various groups, including 
the University administration and the Investment Committee. We 
incorporate these limits into our processes to ensure that any risk 
we take in the attempt to earn returns in excess of the Reference 
Portfolio is managed in a thoughtful and efficient manner. To that end, 
we manage the risk of the Endowment portfolio, for example, against 
its active risk budget and incorporate several limits on exposure, 
concentration and liquidity. The risk limits and associated policies are 
crucial in ensuring that the risk profiles of both the Endowment and 
EFIP portfolios remain within acceptable ranges. UTAM’s governance 

process ensures that risk results are regularly reviewed and discussed 
with relevant staff – both internally via our risk committee and externally  
with the University’s Investment Committee. These discussions help 
to further reinforce the robustness of our risk management program.  

We evaluate many dimensions of investment risk

At UTAM, we believe it’s important to assess risk using different 
lenses. Insights gained from different risk angles help us to better 
monitor and manage each portfolio’s forward-looking risk profile. This 
multi-faceted strategy is the anchor of our investment risk framework. 
The following sections provide an overview of our approach for the 
Endowment portfolio.

Market risk
Using a third-party holdings-based risk system, UTAM identifies, 
measures and monitors a variety of risks – either on a point-in-time 
basis (e.g., as of December 31) and on a trend basis (i.e., over time). 
A combination of available investment holdings and proxies (where 
holdings are not available) is loaded into the risk system to facilitate 
the analysis. 

Once the risk system is populated with holdings and proxies, we 
measure active, or relative, risk (i.e., portfolio risk versus Reference 
Portfolio risk) and total, or absolute, portfolio risk. In both cases, we 
identify specific risk contributors by asset class, investment strategy, 
investment manager and position. We also monitor the exposures of 
the investment portfolios to different sectors, geographical regions, 
credit-ratings and ESG score categories.

In addition to the risks noted above, we also assess the sensitivity 
of the investment portfolios to potential changes in market risk 
factors such as equity market shocks, shifts in interest rates and 
credit spreads, and adverse movements in foreign exchange rates. 
To complement our risk factor stress analysis, we run the portfolios 

through historical stress periods, such as the 2008 global financial 
crisis, and the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic. Our risk management 
process also involves assessing implications of future stress scenarios 
and current market events. All of these analytics are integrated 
through simulation analysis to assess, quantitatively, the possible 
portfolio impacts and sensitivities to different capital market regimes 
and scenarios. Finally, we also have the capability to run our own asset 
liability modelling using a dynamic scenario generator. This allows us 
to analyze the behaviour of the assets and liabilities of the portfolio 
across different plausible forward-looking scenarios and over multiple 
business cycles.

Overall, our analysis provides insights into key risk exposures and 
identifies markets, factors and regimes to which the Endowment 
portfolio is most vulnerable. The output of this analysis is discussed at 
regular meetings of our Management Investment Risk Committee and 
informs our decision-making on how these risks should be managed 
going forward.

ESG and climate risks
ESG and climate risk analysis is integrated within our market risk 
analysis. We take a two-fold risk measurement approach, looking 
first at country and sector exposures and then supplementing that 
analysis with specific scenario-based tests. In monitoring sector (or 
country) exposures to ESG risks, we employ several data sources (e.g., 
MSCI ESG industry risk intensity scores). These allow us to view the 
risk profile of the portfolios using different lenses. For climate risk 
in particular, we use risk indexes and scores that capture a country 
or sector’s current state and its readiness to adapt to a low-carbon 
economy. These metrics, which can be connected back to individual 
asset classes, provide information on which areas of the investment 
portfolios could be most susceptible to ESG and climate-based risk 
shocks on both a stand-alone and relative basis (i.e., relative to the 
Reference Portfolio). F
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Assessing and managing  
investment risk

H Liquidity and counterparty risk
Our liquidity analysis work continues to be a critical component in 
our risk management process. The tools we’ve developed enable us 
to model the potential liquidity needs of the Endowment portfolio 
under stressed market conditions. This helps ensure that adequate 
cash and other sources of liquidity are available to meet all cash needs 
over an extended stress period. The analysis includes a point-in-time 
evaluation of the portfolio’s liquidity profile and provides information 
on how it could change over different scenarios. This approach 
to liquidity modelling ensures that we are able to rebalance the 
Endowment portfolio back to the Reference Portfolio target asset class 
weights even in a stressed market environment, without being forced 
to sell assets at potentially significant discounts. With these liquidity 
tools and policies in place, the Endowment portfolio has not faced 
any liquidity challenges, including during the COVID-19 drawdown in 
March 2020 and the challenging capital market environment realized 
in 2022 where both equity and fixed income investments traded 
considerably lower during the year.

Counterparty risk management, on the other hand, involves 
monitoring and managing the concentration risk to various assets 
held. The Endowment portfolio has credit exposures to individual 
counterparties through security holdings in the equity and bond 
markets. We also generate credit exposure through the use of 
derivatives, which are mainly used to hedge foreign exchange 
exposures, to obtain passive exposure in markets where we believe 
active management is challenging, and to rebalance the Endowment 
portfolio back to the target asset class weights of the Reference 
Portfolio. We establish fixed limits for individual counterparties 
that we monitor regularly. These limits ensure that the investment 
portfolios are not overexposed to negative shocks from any single 
counterparty. We have the ability to run exposure reports on a daily 
basis, which provides up-to-date information on the portfolios’  
credit exposures.

A continuous process
We believe that a sophisticated and disciplined risk management 
framework is critical to the long-term success of an active investment 
program. In every area of risk assessment, as we analyze data on 
underlying positions and historical returns, we gain deeper insights 
into the risks in our investment portfolios and those of our investment 
managers. It’s a continuous process that starts right from the initial 
due diligence phase of our manager selection process and continues as 
part of our manager and portfolio-level monitoring activities.

UTAM’s risk framework
The amount of risk that UTAM is permitted to use in the Endowment 
portfolio is measured by the active risk of the Endowment portfolio 
relative to the Reference Portfolio, and it is constrained by the “traffic 
light” risk framework shown below. Active risk is the expected risk, as 
defined by volatility, in the Endowment portfolio minus the risk in the 
Reference Portfolio (i.e., volatility difference). For example, the “green 
zone” extends from taking 0.50% less risk than the Reference Portfolio 
to 1.50% more risk than the Reference Portfolio. 

Active risk budget

Active Risk Zone Active Risk

Green (“Normal”) -0.50% ≤ Active Risk ≤ 1.50%

Orange (“Watch”) 1.50% < Active Risk ≤ 1.75%

Red (“Reduce”) Active Risk > 1.75%

TCFD reporting 

To provide transparency to our climate-related reporting, 
UTAM follows the recommendations of the Task Force on Climate-
related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). In announcing support of these 
recommendations in 2020, the University of Toronto became the 
first Canadian university to adopt the TCFD recommendations for 
reporting on its long-term assets, including the Endowment. 

TCFD Report disclosures focus on climate-related risks and 
opportunities, as identified and managed through governance, 
strategy and risk management. The reports also require disclosure of 
the metrics used to assess climate risk, targets set, and performance 
against targets. 

UTAM’s full 2022 TCFD Report is available at utam.toronto.ca/reports. 
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Investment impact 
“There has to be a way that we can level 
the playing field.”

The David Asper Centre for Constitutional 
Rights fosters learning, research and 

advocacy on a range of contemporary 
constitutional law and litigation issues in 

Canadian society, focusing particularly on 
vulnerable individuals and groups seeking 

access to constitutional justice.

On April 16, 1992, David Milgaard was released 
from Manitoba’s Stony Mountain Institution after 
serving 23 years for a murder he didn’t commit. 
The team that had worked for years to overturn 
his wrongful conviction – now seen as a landmark 
decision in Canadian legal history – included David 
Asper, a young Winnipeg defence lawyer taking 
on his first case. It was an auspicious beginning 
to a career that soon broadened to include legal 
education, business, philanthropy and, in 2007, 
the founding of the David Asper Centre for 
Constitutional Rights at the University of Toronto. 

Housed within U of T’s Faculty of Law, the 
David Asper Centre is devoted to advancing 
advocacy, education and research on all aspects of 
constitutional rights in Canada. Its cornerstone 
is a unique legal clinic where students, faculty 
and members of the bar intervene on significant 
constitutional cases. The only institution in Canada 
that brings together constitutional scholarship, 
teaching, policy development and advocacy under 
one roof, the Asper Centre joins with other law 
schools around the world engaged in constitutional 
inquiry, while sharing Canadian perspectives and 
experiences.

Protecting fundamental rights
Practising law since he was called to the 
Manitoba bar in 1986, David Asper has also 

held several executive positions at CanWest 
Global Communications Corporation, the media 
conglomerate founded by his late father, Izzy 
Asper. David’s wide-ranging philanthropic efforts 
include support for many community initiatives 
and charities in his home province, as well as his 
family’s donation, in 2018, of $2.5 million to the 
Canadian Olympic Foundation – the largest-ever 
single donation to Olympic sport in Canada.

In 2006, David decided to further his legal 
education, enrolling in the master’s program at  
U of T’s Faculty of Law. His academic pursuits 
were driven by a keen interest in the constitutional 
protection of Canadians’ rights and freedoms. As he 
remarked in a speech that year: “There has to be a 
way that we can level the playing field with respect 
to fighting for our Charter rights [other] than the 
present system, where no one individual, except the 
most wealthy and foolhardy, could stand up and 
defend themselves.” 

Graduating with an LLM degree the following 
year, and deeply concerned by cuts to federal 
government funding for constitutional court 
challenges, David generously donated $7.5 million 
to the Faculty of Law to fund the centre that now 
bears his name. Half of the gift is an endowment 
that supports a variety of innovative programs, 
including workshops, fellowships, student 

internships and the litigation clinic, along with the 
Asper Centre’s day-to-day operations. The balance 
went toward the construction of dedicated teaching 
spaces, meeting rooms and offices. To complement 
this initial investment – at that point the largest-
ever donation by an individual to a Canadian law 
school – in 2018 David provided the Centre with an 
additional $2.5 million in funding.

“I will continue in that advocacy.”
In addition to chairing the non-profit Asper 
Family Foundation and pursuing various business 
interests, David continues to seek out opportunities 
to champion human rights, justice and the rule 
of law, notably serving as chair of the Manitoba 
Police Commission. When David Milgaard died in 
May 2022, his former lawyer and long-time friend 
paid tribute, in a CBC interview, to their shared 
passion for ensuring all Canadians receive equal 
treatment under the law: “He was resolute in his 
advocacy. And to honour him, I will continue in 
that advocacy.”

The investment fund that generates ongoing financial 
support for the David Asper Centre for Constitutional 
Rights is among more than 6,900 individual funds 
within the Endowment portfolio managed by UTAM. 

A total of $550 million was allocated to academic 
programs in the year ending April 30, 2022 – 
about 17% of the total $3.2 billion in endowment 
funds held by the University during that period.*

* The “Endowment portfolio” managed by UTAM – also called the Long-Term Capital Appreciation Pool – comprises the University’s endowment funds 
plus other investment assets. As of April 30, 2022, U of T’s fiscal year-end, the total value of the Endowment portfolio was $3.9billion, including $3.2 bil-
lion of endowment funds plus $0.7 billion of other long-term assets. (At UTAM’s year-end – December 31, 2022 – the Endowment portfolio was valued 
at $3.8 billion)
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Stewardship 
as an active owner

UTAM engages with corporate boards and senior 
management teams on many issues. One important objective is to 
ensure we’re aligned on ESG-related issues and on the strategic steps 
required to pursue a net zero future. In engaging with companies, 
we collaborate with other institutional investors that share our 
commitment to responsible investing. We also work with specialized 
providers of engagement services to extend our domestic and global 
reach. Whatever engagement avenues we pursue, the goal is the same: 
to hold companies accountable on matters affecting risk management, 
ongoing operations and long-term performance. 

To complement these engagement efforts, we leverage our client’s 
proxy voting rights for the public equity securities in our portfolios, 
aiming to influence management policies and practices that give 
appropriate weight to ESG factors. By working to understand 
companies’ assumptions while providing our perspective, we believe 
we can improve how ESG risks and opportunities are managed.
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Engaging effectively  
with companies

One of the pillars of a best-in-class active ownership approach 
is engagement with the management and boards of companies on 
ESG considerations. We believe that engagement influences corporate 
management teams to more effectively manage ESG risks and 
opportunities, which is essential for long-term outperformance.

Given our size and our practice of investing through third-party 
investment managers, we more often participate in collaborative 
engagement groups and initiatives. We believe that the collective 
influence of like-minded investors with substantial combined holdings 
will typically lead to better outcomes than we could achieve on 
our own. For an overview of UTAM’s contributions to responsible 
investing organizations and initiatives, please see page 32. 

We augment these efforts with the services of specialized engagement 
service providers. By adding these services to our multi-pronged 
engagement approach, we leverage the influence of a larger asset base 
and extend the reach of engagement to represent our ESG concerns to 
issuers globally.

The following charts summarize our 2022 engagement activities by 
our engagement service provider and through collaborative initiatives 
including the University Network for Investor Engagement, the 
Canadian Coalition for Good Governance, CDP, Climate Action 100+ 
and 30% Club for companies in the Endowment portfolio.

Scope of engagement

Companies engaged 1,214 
Countries covered 65

Companies engaged by country/region

 Europe 431 
 United States 357 
 Asia Pacific (excluding Japan) 186 
 Canada 127 
 Japan 60 
 Other 53

Companies engaged by issue

 Corporate governance 1,021 
 Climate change 691 
 Strategy, risk and communication 594 
 Social and ethical 470 
 Human rights 333 
 Environment 262 
 Business conduct 160 
 Labour standards 109

EOS at Federated Hermes is one of the stewardship service providers 
that UTAM works with. EOS's engagement activities enable long-term 
institutional investors such as UTAM to be more active owners of  
the assets they own or manage, through dialogue with public 
companies on ESG issues. EOS takes a collaborative approach,  
seeking client input in setting priorities and providing opportunities 
to participate in select engagements and learn from their experienced 
engagement professionals.

For 2022, EOS identified four priority themes:

Climate change action: Many of the world’s largest emitters have 
made net-zero commitments but don’t have short- and medium-term 
emissions targets or targets aligned with the Paris Agreement goals. 
EOS emphasized matching long-term commitments with a Paris-
aligned strategy and targets.

Human and labour rights: COVID-19 has exacerbated social 
inequalities, increasing the risk of modern slavery and limiting 
access to food and medicines. EOS also focused on indigenous and 
community rights, and high-risk regions such as disputed territories or 
conflict areas.

Human capital: EOS pressed companies to provide fair wages and 
benefits, and emphasized the importance of diversity, equity, inclusion 
and representation.

Board effectiveness and ethical culture: EOS pressed boards to 
make improvements to ethnic diversity in line with recent progress on 
gender diversity. Boards should aim to achieve representation that is 
reflective of the diversity of the stakeholders they serve.
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Our voting record  
as a responsible investor

Proxy voting is one of the most important rights available to 
public equity investors. UTAM’s approach to proxy voting reflects our 
fiduciary duty to act in the best interest of our client. We also expect 
our third-party investment managers to act in the best interest of their 
clients when voting proxies. To that end, we routinely review the proxy 
voting practices of our public equity investment managers as part of 
our due diligence reviews. As a responsible investor and PRI signatory, 
UTAM has adopted the Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS) 
Sustainability Proxy Voting Guidelines, and we apply these guidelines 
wherever possible. 

The ISS Sustainability Guidelines are consistent with the objectives of 
investors who take an integration approach to responsible investing. 
Investment managers have traditionally analyzed topics such as 
board accountability and executive compensation to mitigate risk; 
incorporating ESG performance into investment decisions provides 
a more comprehensive understanding of the overall risk profile of 
investees. On ESG-related matters, ISS sustainability policies promote 
recognized global governing bodies that encourage sustainable 
business practices advocating for environmental stewardship, fair 
labour practices, non-discrimination, and human rights protections. 
On matters of corporate governance, executive compensation and  
corporate structure, these policy guidelines aim to create and preserve  
economic value and to advance principles of good corporate governance.

Our proxy voting record

In 2022, UTAM and its investment managers of funds in which the 
Endowment was invested cast proxy votes at over 6,400 meetings, 
representing over 88,000 proposals and agenda items put forward by 
either management or shareholders. In just over 9% of cases, votes 
were cast against management’s recommendations. 

These proxy voting statistics are for public equity mandates where 
either the ISS Sustainability Guidelines were applied in 2022 or, as 
in the majority of cases, where our third-party investment managers 
provided proxy voting information for the pooled funds in which 
Endowment assets were invested. 

Meetings by country/region*
 

 US 48.0% 
 Asia 25.5% 
 Europe 15.4% 
 Other 8.9% 
 Canada 2.3%

*Numbers may not add up to 100.0% due to rounding.
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Working with other 
responsible investors

UTAM collaborates with other institutional investors 
through various responsible investing organizations and initiatives, 
taking a leadership role in establishing best practices in Canada 
and worldwide. We take on a wide range of board and committee 
roles with respected organizations in this area, helping to develop 
and evolve best practices. Over the past year, we once again made 
presentations at industry events and contributed our perspective on 
investing responsibly to forums of leading institutional investors. We 
also collaborated on advocacy initiatives and policy-related discussions 
in Canada and around the world.

Through these collaborations, we share insights and experiences that 
we feel will benefit other investors while evolving our own policies and 
processes. We also encourage better responsible investing practices 
among the companies we invest in and the managers we work with. 
And by forging productive alliances with like-minded institutional 
investors, we magnify our collective impact.

Principles in action: select affiliations  
and partnerships

UTAM plays an active role in a variety of national and international 
organizations. Many are focused on promoting ESG awareness and 
action among investors and companies; membership allows us to 
work with peers in more effectively engaging company boards and 
management on ESG and other issues. Our participation in other 
investment organizations reinforces UTAM’s commitment to the 
highest standards of governance, stewardship and disclosure. Some of 
the key organizations and inititiaves we’ve joined are briefly detailed 
below; a full list is available on our website.

Climate Action 100+
UTAM, on behalf of the University of Toronto, is a founding 
participant in Climate Action 100+, an investor-led initiative to 
ensure corporate greenhouse gas emitters take necessary action on 
climate change. The initiative has identified over 160 focus companies 
accounting for up to 80% of global corporate industrial greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

Climate Action 100+ engages directly with these companies, which are 
key to driving the global net zero emissions transition. UTAM, with 
other members, takes part in investor-led engagements with a number 
of focus companies, encouraging them to recognize and address 
carbon risk in the management of their operations. 

International Corporate Governance Network
As a member since 2020 of the International Corporate Governance 
Network (ICGN), a leading authority on global standards of corporate 
governance and investor stewardship, we have endorsed the ICGN 
Global Stewardship Principles. These Principles set out ICGN’s view of 
best practices in relation to investor stewardship obligations, policies 
and processes. For the past three years, UTAM was shortlisted for an 
ICGN Global Stewardship Disclosure Award. 

In June 2023, ICGN will hold its Annual Conference in Toronto. UTAM  
is pleased to partner with ICGN to host its companion Stewardship 
Fundamentals course on the University’s St. George campus. 

United Nations–convened Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance
The Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance is an international group of 
institutional investors transitioning their investment portfolios to 
net zero greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 2050. The Alliance 
has established a framework to guide its members towards the net 
zero objective. The framework includes setting ambitious five-year 
targets, and members must report regularly on their progress towards 
these targets. UTAM’s membership in the Alliance on behalf of the 
University’s Endowment made U of T the first university in the world 
to join.

University Network for Investor Engagement (UNIE)
In early 2021, UTAM became a founding participant of the University 
Network for Investor Engagement (UNIE), a coalition of Canadian 
university endowments and pension plans. UNIE’s corporate 
engagement program is coordinated by Shareholder Association 
for Research & Education (SHARE), a not-for-profit organization 
helping institutional investors become active owners, and develop and 
implement responsible investment policies and practices. 
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Governance:  
collaboration and oversight

From our founding in 2000, UTAM has been a separate 
corporation with accountability to the University of Toronto in our 
investment activities on its behalf. The University’s leadership also 
selects the independent Investment Committee, which oversees our 
investment strategy and risk management framework. We regularly 
revisit our governance structure and policies to ensure they reflect 
the best practices of other leading institutional investors – while also 
supporting UTAM’s collaborative culture and our core values.
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Governance structure  
Roles and responsibilities

Governing Council
of the University

of Toronto

Business Board

Investment Committee

Management Committee

U of T Administration

UTAM Management
Investment Committee

Management Investment
Risk Committee

Responsible
Investing Committee

Valuation 
Committee

Authority delegated via university-
nominated Board of Directors.

Approves various elements 
of strategy execution proposed 
by UTAM management.

Approves investment risk tolerance and return targets for the
Endowment and EFIP portfolios.

Recommends investment risk tolerance, return targets and
the Reference Portfolio to the University administration.

Recommends investment risk tolerance and return targets to
the Business Board for the Endowment and EFIP portfolios.

Approves the Reference Portfolio for the Endowment.

UTAM Board of Directors

Legend
 Direct relationship  Reporting relationship
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Governance 
Committees

UTAM Board of Directors

A corporation without share capital, UTAM is 
governed by a Board of Directors whose members 
are nominated by the University of Toronto. The 
Board approves our annual corporate budget and 
certain key policies (e.g., our Responsible Investing 
Policy) and oversees matters such as regulatory 
compliance, enterprise risk and executive 
compensation. While it does not guide investment 
strategy (that is the mandate of the University’s 
Investment Committee), the Board is focused on 
ensuring that UTAM has developed an effective 
investment management infrastructure and 
organization in order to fulfill the responsibilities 
delegated to it by the University of Toronto.

Members
Richard B. Nunn (Chair) 
Independent Director

Meric S. Gertler 
President, University of Toronto

Trevor Rodgers 
Chief Financial Officer, University of Toronto

Alan D. White 
University of Toronto Faculty Association 
(UTFA) Appointee Professor, Rotman School of 
Management (emeritus)

Chuck O’Reilly 
President and Chief Investment Officer, UTAM

U of T Investment Committee

The five members of the Investment Committee 
(IC) are all appointed by the President of the 
University of Toronto. They bring a wealth of 
senior-level investment industry experience to 
their oversight of UTAM’s efforts to grow the 
University’s investment assets managed by UTAM.

The IC’s responsibilities include:

• recommending investment strategy, including 
explicit risk and return objectives, to the 
University administration

• approving various elements of strategy execution 
proposed by UTAM’s management

• overseeing our investment activities and 
monitoring performance

• providing input on the hiring, compensation and 
evaluation of UTAM’s senior leadership team

The IC reports directly to U of T’s President 
and collaborates extensively with the University 
administration and UTAM’s Board. The IC is 
empowered to provide direct input to UTAM’s 
management team, conveying the President’s 
objectives and instructions, and acting on his behalf  
with regard to all relevant investment-related activities.

UTAM meets formally with the IC every quarter, with  
ad hoc interactions to discuss emerging issues and  
seek expert advice. We’re extremely fortunate to have  
such distinguished and highly qualified volunteer 
advisors actively engaged in overseeing our 
investment management activities. The University 
and its stakeholders benefit immeasurably from the 
IC members’ insights and experience.

Members
Craig Rimer (Chair) 
Brent Belzberg 
Heather A. T. Hunter 
M. George Lewis 
Poul A. Winslow

The University of Toronto’s President and its Chief 
Financial Officer, as well as the Chair of UTAM’s 
Board of Directors, are ex officio observers of the IC.

Other U of T oversight

UTAM’s relationship with the University of Toronto 
is governed by a formal delegation of authority, 
which empowers us to act as the University’s agent, 
and by an investment management agreement 
specifying the services to be provided by UTAM. 
Within that framework, we collaborate formally 
and informally with many areas of the University 
administration. We value this mutually supportive 
relationship, and we’re committed to serving the 
University and its stakeholders with the utmost 
diligence and care.

University Administration
UTAM’s President and CIO typically meets with 
U of T’s Chief Financial Officer every two weeks, 
and with the President quarterly. UTAM works 
closely with the University’s Financial Services 
Department, collaborating on cash and expense 
management, stakeholder reporting, the audit of 
the University’s investment portfolios, and other 
aspects of UTAM’s operations.

Business Board
Established by the University’s Governing Council, 
the Business Board approves investment risk 
tolerance and return targets for the Endowment 
and EFIP portfolios, delegating approval of asset 
allocation to U of T’s President, who in turn relies 
on the advice of the Investment Committee. UTAM 
reports to the Business Board on the management 
and performance of all portfolios every six months.

UTAM compliance

Investment Compliance
UTAM is registered as a Portfolio Manager 
under securities legislation and is regulated by 
the Ontario Securities Commission. Consistent 
with our fiduciary duty, stewardship obligations 
and applicable regulatory requirements, we have 
implemented a comprehensive program of policies, 
procedures, processes, controls and monitoring 
designed to achieve compliance with applicable 
regulations, client investment guidelines and 
internal policies. Our Chief Compliance Officer 
works closely with UTAM’s President and CIO, and 
reports regularly to our Board of Directors.

Code of Ethics
UTAM’s Code of Ethics, administered by our Chief 
Compliance Officer, sets out clear standards of 
professional behaviour and guides how we manage 
actual and potential conflicts of interest. For 
example, all employees are required to:

• place the interests of UTAM’s client first
• protect confidential information
• avoid taking inappropriate advantage of their 

positions (adhering, for example, to stringent 
policies on personal trading, as well as on the 
acceptance of gifts and entertainment)
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A focus on  
long-term performance

For UTAM, success is measured not by year-over-year 
results but through carefully evaluating performance over a longer 
time horizon. In our regular reporting to the University of Toronto 
and its stakeholders, we detail performance metrics relative to clearly 
defined investment goals and objective benchmarks – which reflect the 
broader strategic priorities of the University.

As of December 31, 2022, the Endowment portfolio delivered an 
annualized net return of 8.2% over the previous 10 years, exceeding 
U of T’s target return of 6.4%. Our active management approach 
outperformed the passive Reference Portfolio benchmark for the same 
period by 1.9 percentage points annually, net of all fees and expenses, 
as UTAM’s investment management generated outperformance in all 
active investment programs. 

Over the same 10-year period, the EFIP portfolio generated returns 
of 1.4% per annum, outperforming its target return of 1.1% by 0.3 
percentage points annually, net of all fees and expenses.

As part of our investment review process, we systematically analyze 
our performance results to see not only where and why we’ve executed 
well but, just as importantly, to understand which parts of the 
portfolio may have underperformed. These cumulative insights enable 
us to refine and enhance our processes and ultimately improve risk-
adjusted returns over the long term.

Explore our full reporting
To access UTAM’s annual reports and most recent financial 
statements, along with our suite of reports covering other key 
areas – including responsible investing, carbon footprint, PRI  
and TCFD – please visit the Reports section of our website:  
utam.utoronto.ca/reports.
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The year in review:  
putting 2022 in perspective

During the past year, the Endowment portfolio generated a 
return of -8.9% (net of all fees and expenses). This exceeded the 
benchmark Reference Portfolio return of -13.0% for the same period. 
More importantly, as we’ve discussed elsewhere in this annual report, 
the returns UTAM has achieved over a longer time span remain strong. 
On an absolute basis, actual net returns for the Endowment have been 
8.2% (annualized) over the past 10 years. And on a relative basis, the 
Endowment’s annualized 10-year return has exceeded the University’s 
target return and the Reference Portfolio benchmark return by 1.8 and 
1.9 percentage points, respectively.

Reference Portfolio performance
After realizing very strong overall performance in 2021, we saw 
volatility creep back into global capital markets in 2022 as participants 
digested the impacts of geopolitical unrest, rising inflation and 
aggressive interest rate tightening by major economies’ central banks. 
These forces drove double-digit negative returns for most public 
equity and fixed income markets globally during the calendar year. 

The Reference Portfolio, which is focused on public markets, was 
not spared: 2022 represented what would have been its second worst 
calendar-year performance over the past 30 years, based on our 
backtesting. The Global Equity component of the Reference Portfolio 
returned -18.5% in US dollar terms. Reflecting the significant increase 
in interest rates in 2022, the two fixed income benchmarks in the 
Reference Portfolio also realized large negative returns during the 
calendar year: the Government of Canada benchmark index returned 
-12.3% and the Canadian investment-grade corporate bond index 
returned -9.9%. 

Table 3 summarizes the returns of the Endowment and the Reference 
Portfolio, and the University’s target return (4% real). It reinforces 
the importance of evaluating the Endowment’s actual net returns vs. 
target returns over the long term.

Table 3  
Endowment Performance

 2022 5-Year Annualized 
(2018–2022)

10-Year Annualized 
(2013–2022)

Actual net return -8.9% 5.4% 8.2%

Reference Portfolio return -13.0% 3.9% 6.3%

University target return 10.5% 7.2% 6.4%

UTAM value added vs. Reference Portfolio (percentage points) 4.1 1.4 1.9

UTAM value added (millions) $171* $283 $523

Returns are net of all fees and expenses.

* UTAM value added is calculated on a monthly basis. The total for each period is the sum of the monthly values.

Endowment performance by asset class
As shown in Table 4 on page 38, the Endowment portfolio 
outperformed the Reference Portfolio in 2022, with strong active 
performance across all asset classes. UTAM’s public equity and private 
equity programs both outperformed during the year. A case in point: 
the Global Equity portfolio, which consists of both public and private 
equities, outperformed its benchmark by 2.9 percentage points. 

The fixed income portfolios performed particularly well compared to  
their Reference Portfolio benchmarks in 2022. The Canadian Corporate  
Bond portfolio outperformed by 5.6 percentage points, while the 
Canadian Government Bond portfolio (which includes the Absolute 
Return hedge fund portfolio) outperformed by 6.2 percentage points.

Taking a more detailed look at the Canadian Corporate Bond asset 
class, it’s important to note that the Endowment investments in this 
category are not solely invested in public market Canadian Corporate 
Bonds; the portfolio also comprises alternative credit strategies, 
including private credit opportunities. The rest of the portfolio is 
invested in investment-grade corporate bonds, a market where we 

believe it is difficult for traditional, long-only active credit managers to 
outperform the benchmark (after fees). For this reason, UTAM invests 
with only one traditional active corporate bond manager in this 
part of the portfolio; the remainder is invested passively to track the 
Reference Portfolio benchmark. F
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The year in review:  
putting 2022 in perspective

H Table 4  
2022 Endowment Performance by Asset Class

Reference Portfolio asset class Assets (millions)  
Dec. 31, 2022

Endowment Return Benchmark Return Value Added 
(percentage points)

Equity

Global Equity $2,276.2 -15.6% -18.5% 2.9

Fixed Income

Canadian Corporate Bonds 755.1 -4.3% -9.9% 5.6

Canadian Government Bonds 751.4 -6.2% -12.3% 6.2

Total Plan                 $3,782.7 -8.9% -13.0% 4.1

Returns are net of all fees and expenses. All returns are in local currency except for total plan returns, which take into account currency effects and are in Canadian dollars. Values and returns within the 
Reference Portfolio reflect the impact of mapping asset classes and strategies not in the Reference Portfolio to the most appropriate asset classes. The only exception is cash, which is included in Canadian 
Government Bonds but not included in the returns for Canadian Government Bonds. Total plan value added includes effects such as currency and asset class mismatches versus the Reference Portfolio not 
captured elsewhere in the table.

As with the Canadian investment-grade corporate bonds, we believe 
it is difficult for active managers investing solely in Canadian 
Government Bonds to outperform the benchmark (after fees). UTAM 
therefore does not use any active traditional managers with Canadian 
Government Bond mandates. Instead, we obtain all of the Reference 
Portfolio Government Bond exposure passively using derivatives, 
while also investing a portion of the assets in a customized portfolio 
of absolute-return hedge fund strategies. (The latter, by design, are 
not expected to have material sensitivity – i.e., beta – to equity or fixed 
income markets over time.) We refer to the combination of passive 
Government Bond exposure and absolute-return hedge fund strategies 
as “portable alpha.” During 2022, this portable alpha strategy drove 
the outperformance in the Government Bond asset class.

EFIP performance
The Expendable Funds Investment Pool (EFIP), which represents 
short-term working capital of the University, is constructed with two 
portfolios that each have investable and objective benchmarks. The 
dollar allocation to each portfolio is determined annually based on the 
total EFIP net asset balance at April 30.

The performance of EFIP was challenged in 2022 by the impact of 
rising interest rates, which drove negative returns for the fixed income 
instruments that comprise both EFIP portfolios:

• The Short-Term Portfolio consists of short-term Canadian 
government and corporate bonds as well as cash and cash equivalent 
investments. As at December 31, 2022, the Short-Term Portfolio 
comprised 76.5% of the EFIP portfolio managed by UTAM. The 
benchmark for the Short-Term Portfolio is a combination of the 
returns of the FTSE Canada Short-Term Bond Index and 1-month 
Canadian Bankers’ Acceptances.

• The Medium-Term Portfolio was established in 2020 with a longer-
term time horizon and a higher risk tolerance than the Short-Term 
Portfolio. As at December 31, 2022, the Medium-Term Portfolio 
comprised 23.5% of EFIP. The benchmark for the Medium-Term 
Portfolio is the FTSE Canada Corporate BBB Bond Index.

Table 5
EFIP Total Portfolio Performance

2022 5-Year 
Annualized 

(2018–2022)

10-Year 
Annualized 

(2013–2022)

University target return -3.1% 0.9% 1.1%

Actual net return -2.9% 1.1% 1.4%

UTAM value added 
(percentage points)

0.1 0.2 0.3

UTAM value added 
(millions)

 $2 $27* $56† 

*Cumulative value added over 5-year period.

†Cumulative value added over 10-year period.

All returns are in Canadian dollars and include the impacts of currency hedges. All numbers are 
rounded.

In 2022, EFIP returned -2.9% (net of all fees and expenses), 
outperforming its benchmark return of -3.1% by 0.1 percentage points. 
Over the past 10 years, EFIP has generated an annualized return of 
1.4%, outperforming its benchmark return by 0.3 percentage points per 
annum and adding $56 million in cumulative value (net of all fees and 
expenses).

The Short-Term Portfolio returned -0.7% and outperformed its 
benchmark by 0.3 percentage points in 2022, while the Medium-Term 
Portfolio returned -10.0% and underperformed its benchmark by 
0.15 percentage points. The underperformance of the Medium-Term 
Portfolio relative to the Short-Term Portfolio was driven by higher 
interest rate duration in the Medium-Term Portfolio, as rates rose 
significantly during the calendar year.
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Looking ahead

Investors can expect to see continued uncertainty throughout 
2023 as the global economy is shaped by a wide range of factors, from 
geopolitical events like the invasion of Ukraine to central banks’ 
interventions to bring inflation rates down. In a changing environment 
that can present both challenges and opportunities, UTAM is focused, 
as always, on the long term. 

Over the past three years, as the world has grappled with the 
extraordinary disruption of the pandemic, we’ve taken advantage 
of lessons learned to further enhance UTAM’s investment systems 
and processes, building on a two-decade legacy of continuous 
improvement. We remain committed to our investment approach, 
working to balance capital protection with long-term growth potential 
in the Endowment and EFIP portfolios, guided by the risk/return 
objectives of our client for each of these portfolios. At the same 
time – and to the same end – we continue strengthening UTAM’s 
integrated approach to responsible investing, advancing the University 
of Toronto’s commitment to reduce ESG-related impacts and support 
global action on climate change.

Two additional factors drive UTAM’s sustained progress: our success 
in selecting best-in-class managers that bring further diversification 
to our portfolios and deliver differentiating performance; and more 
fundamentally, the capabilities of a team whose knowledge, skills, 
experience and discipline are grounded in the proven strengths of our 
investment processes.

As trusted stewards of U of T’s investment assets, we help a leading 
global centre of learning and research pursue its ambitious vision by 
staying constantly focused on our own: to be one of the world’s leading 
university investment managers.

This integrated annual report is part of a broader suite of timely, 
transparent communications aimed at illuminating all dimensions of 
the work UTAM does. Please visit our website, utam.utoronto.ca, for 
current and archived reports, news updates and other information of 
interest to the University of Toronto community and our wider circle 
of stakeholders.

UTAM’s financial statements for 2022, along with the independent  
auditor’s report, can be viewed or downloaded as a stand-alone document 
at utam.utoronto.ca/reports.
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University of Toronto  
Asset Management Corporation utam.utoronto.ca

777 Bay Street, Suite 2502  
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5G 2C8  
 
416-306-8730

https://www.utam.utoronto.ca
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